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Abstract
In  this  paper  the  role  of  Bianchi  identities  and  rheonomic
principle  for  the  theory  of  supergravity  is  introduced  and
discussed.  Focusing on pure  D = 4, N = 1 supergravity,  in  a
technically rigorous geometrical way it is shown how the use of
Bianchi identities and rheonomic principle constitute a relevant
interesting  alternative  for  building  the  theory,  underlying  the
central role of rheonomic principle.
Keywords: Bianchi  identities,  Rheonomy,  Superspace,
Supergravity, Differential Geometry, Unified Theories.

1. Introduction

The  Bianchi  identities  provide  relations  among  the
covariant  derivatives  of  the  curvature  tensor  of  a
Riemannian  manifold,  so named in  honor  of the Italian
mathematician Luigi Bianchi.  Many are the applications
of Bianchi  identities  in  the  fields  of  mathematics  and
physics;  they  found  a  natural  work  environment  with
Einstein's  relativity,  and  in  its  all  generalizations,  as
supergravity.

The rheonomic approach to supergravity concerns to
put  as  basis  of  supergravity  theories  the  geometry  of
superspace and the physical principle of rheonomy, which
selects within  the superspace only the physical  fields of
the  theory  and  a  new  variational  principle  for  the
construction of Lagrangian.

The fields ab , aV ,  , introduced for the spacetime
description  of  supergravity,  are  therefore  considered  as
the same fields which enter in the structure equations of

superspace [1]. The 1-forms   ,, aabA V  are defined

on 44M , or G
~ , which has the structure of fiber bundle:

 )3,1(,
~~ 44 SOMGG  ,  (1) 

while  the  fields  of  supergravity  in  the  “standard
components  approach”  are  defined  only  on  spacetime

.4M
Considering the  D = 4, N = 1 spacetime supergravity

Lagrangian,  written only with forms, we can integrate it

on  a  4-D bosonic  surface  immersed  in  superspace  and
adopt this geometric Lagrangian as the Lagrangian of N =
1 supergravity:

L space-time (Va (x, 0)d = 0,  ab (x, 0)d = 0,  (x, 0)d = 0) 
→ L superspace (μa (x, )).         (2)

The Bianchi identities imply in general  the equations
of motion  of  the  theory.  There  is  also  another  line  of
approach  for  building  a  theory  of  supergravity.  It  is
possible to start  not  with the Lagrangian,  but assuming
the rheonomic principle as the basic starting point of the
theory.

We assume the rheonomic principle in the usual form,
i.e. “the outer components of the 2-forms of curvature in
superspace must be expresses only in  terms of the inner
components”.  Then  we write  the  most  general  form of
curvatures  in  superspace  according  to  the  rheonomic
principle.

2. The rheonomic principle

The identification  of 1-forms with  the supergravity

fields  requires  that  the  spacetime  fields )(xab
 ,

)(xV a
 , )(x

  are interpreted as “boundary spacetime

values” of superspace superfields   ,xAA  :
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These  are  the  values  in  0  of restriction  on  the
cotangent bosonic plane of the corresponding 1-forms in
superspace [2]. The extension “mapping”:

rh: 
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xx
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 (6-8) 

is said “mapping of rheonomic extension”. 
The concept of rheonomy is introduced by assuming

that  the “outer”  components  L
AR   can  be algebraically

expressed  in  terms  of  the  purely spacetime  or  “inner”

components 
AR : 

BA
BLL

A RCR 



/

/ .  (9) 




/
/

A
BLC  are constant tensors,    and   are indices of

spacetime  bosonic  coordinates,    is  a spinorial  index
associated to coordinate  , L is the couple ),( L , A
e  B are  indices  of  Lie  superalgebra.  In  presence  of
rheonomic  constraints,  the  physical  content  of  a
superspace theory is  completely determined  by a  purely
spacetime  description.  Then  a  supersymmetry
transformation  can  be identified with  the  Lie derivative

l  in presence of rheonomic constraints. The rheonomic
property does  not  depend  by  the  particular  basis
considered for the 1-forms; it  is possible to use both the

coordinates  basis  {  dxd , }  and  the  non-holonomic

basis  of  supervielbein  { ,aV }.  Thus  an  algebraic

relation  between  the  “outer”  and  “inner”  components
imply a similar relation between the intrinsic components

C
AR   e nm

AR : 

B
nm

nmA
BCC

A RCR /
/'   ,  (10) 

with  nmA
BCC /

/'   constant non-holonomic tensors, i.e. the  C

factors  of  Eq.  (9)  evaluated  in  the  intrinsic  basis.  In
general  the  supersymmetry  transformations,  which  are
obtained by imposing rheonomic constraints on curvatures
in the Lie derivative in the superspace, do not close “off-
shell” a transformations algebra. In fact, in order to close
an algebra by Lie derivatives, i.e. that it holds:

[ 21
, 

 ll ]  21 ,
l ,  (11) 

it  is  necessary  that  the  operator  of  exterior  derivative
satisfies  the  condition d  2 =  0,  or  equivalently that  the

supercurvatures  satisfy  the  Bianchi  identities  in
superspace. 

This  is  in  general  not  the  case,  because the  “outer”
components of the curvatures must satisfy the rheonomic
constraints (10). It is possible to show that the closure of
Bianchi  identities  occurs  only if  the  “inner”  curvatures
satisfy  particular  algebraic  and  differential  relations.
These  relations  can  be  interpreted  as  the  equations  of
motion on spacetime.

Therefore, the supersymmetry algebra is  close only if
the equations of motion are satisfied. In this case we say
that the theory is supersymmetric “on-shell”. It is possible
to explicitly check that  the rheonomic constraints  imply
the  motion  equations  of  “gravitino”  and  “graviton”  on
spacetime.

About the action, usually it is written in the following
way:

S L (),  (12) 

where   is  an n-dimensional  manifold,  L is  a  scalar

density,  i.e.  an  n-form  built  with  the  fields  )(xii   ,
which are  p-forms on  . The action  S =  S []  is then a
functional  of the fields configurations only.  A “natural”
generalization  of Eq.  (12)  is  obtainable  considering  as
Lagrangian L () forms with degree D < n:

S = S [, MD] = 
DM

L (),  (13) 

with MD a D-dimensional sub-manifold of . 
The  action  becomes  a  functional  of  both  the  field

configurations   (x) and of the surface  MD.  The request
that  S is minimal both with respect to variations of fields
and  of  the  surface  leads  to  the  classical  equations  of
motion.

In general, these equations are rather complicated and
may be non-local.  These difficulties can  be overcome if
we suppose that the fields {i} are a set of exterior forms
of various degrees p and the Lagrangian is obtained from
{i}  using  only  the  “diffeomorphism-invariant”
operations of exterior algebra, i.e.:

a) the exterior derivative d:  → d ;

b) the wedge product “ ”: (1 , 2) → 21   ;

c) the exclusion of Hodge operator of forms dualisation
“ * “. 

Doing that, any deformation of the surface MD may be
compensated  by a  diffeomorphism  in  the  superspace  of
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fields {i}.  This  implies  that  the  full  set  of variational
equations associated with the action (13) is given by the
usual equations of motion obtained by varying (13) with
respect to the fields “on a fixed surface”: 

i


L = 0.  (14) 

Being these equations composed by forms, they hold
not only on the surface of integration,  but on the whole
superspace  .  Therefore, for having equations which are
valid  on  the  whole superspace,  the  action  must  be
“geometric”,  i.e.  built  with  exterior  forms,  using  the
diffeomorphism-invariant operations “  d  ”  and  “ ”.
Excluding  the Hodge dual “ * “, this implies the use of
the first order formalism for all fields; the derivative  a
of a scalar field  or the field strength Fmn of a spin 1 field
A are  introduced  as  independent  objects  and  are
independently varied in the action. 

For that  the kinetic terms of supergravity actions are
written  at  the  first  order,  by introducing  appropriate  0-
forms  as  independent  fields.  The  variational  principle
identifies these 0-forms as the “inner” components of the
exterior derivatives of the matter fields [3-6].

3. Rheonomic principle and D = 4, N = 1
supergravity

The extended action of D = 4, N = 1 supergravity is
given by:    

  


44

4

1,4

RM
abcd

dcabND
extended VVRA 

+ a 54  aV ,  (15) 

where  44R  is  a  superspace  manifold  and  M4 is  a  4-D
bosonic surface, identifiable (for example) at  = 0 with a
spacetime  surface.  Considering the  observations  of
previous  paragraph,  the  equations  of  motion  have  the
same form of those in  the  spacetime approach,  because
the  Lagrangian  is  geometric,  but  now they hold  on  the
whole superspace 44R . Such equations are:

02  abcd
dc VR  ,  (16) 

dabcd
cab VR  542  0 ,  (17) 

m 58 mV 04 5  m
m R .  (18) 

Eqs (16-18) are 3-forms in  44R ; for their analysis it
is possible to expand them in a complete basis of 3-forms,
starting  to  expand  RA in  the  basis  of  2-forms  and
substituting:

 abcab
c

dcab
cd

ab KVVVRR  ,  (19) 

 aca
c

cba
bc

a KVVVRR  ,      (20) 


   c

c
ba

ab VHVV ,  (21) 

where  
ab

c  and  
a
c  are  Majorana  spinor-tensors,

baab KK  , Ka e Hc are 4 x 4 Majorana spinorial-valued

matrices in spinorial space,   is a Majorana spinorial-

valued matrix in the same space.
The  VVV   projection  gives  the  propagation

equations  for  the  spacetime  components  
ab
cdR ,  

a
bcR  e

ab :

0a
pqR ,  (22) 

a 58  D b 0abcd
c  ,  (23) 

0)
2

1
(8  



 RR p

q
p
q  ,  (24) 

valid  on  the  whole  44R .  Their  restrictions  on  4M
become  the  ordinary  equations  on  spacetime.  From

  , V , VV   projections, we find:

0 c
a
c

aab HKK  ,  (25) 

 drs
pqrspq

d  5 δ[p
d  q]mst mst  5 .     (26)

Eqs (25,26) satisfy the general definition of rheonomic
constraints. It is therefore possible to write:

 dc
cd

abab VVRR crs
abrs  5( - 

- δ[a
c  b]mst mst  5 ) cV ,  (27)

nm
mn

aa VVRR  ,  (28) 

ba
ab VV   .  (29) 
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The  equations  of  motion  in  superspace  imply  the
rheonomic constraints:

   = 0,  (30) 

  2abR [  crs
abrs  5

- δ [a
c  b]mst

mst  5 ]  V c,  (31)

  0aR .  (32) 

These differential  rheonomic constraints  must  satisfy
the integrability conditions d 2 = 0. These are given by the
Bianchi identities:

D 0abR ,  (33) 

D 0  a
b

aba iVRR ,  (34) 

 D 0
4

1
  ab

abR .  (35) 

Inserting  the  rheonomic  parameterization  of
curvatures inside Bianchi identities, we obtain:

D  )( nm
mn

ab VVR  D 0)(  c
c

ab V ,       (36) 

 b
nm

mn
ab VVVR  b

cab
c VV

- 0 nm
mn

a VVi  ,  (37) 

D )( ba
ab VV    ab4

1
 nm

mn
ab VVR(

+ 0) cab
c V .  (38)

By examining  the  VV   content  of the  Bianchi
torsion (37), we get the spacetime equation of gravitino:

r
pE  5  prst 0~

5  pr
rst  .  (39) 

The  Bianchi-Riemann  identity (36)  gives  the
spacetime Einstein equation and the symmetry property of
the Ricci tensor respectively:

0)
2

1
(

2

3
 


 RR b

n
b
n  ,  (40) 




 baab RR  .  (41) 

From Eqs (36-38) we can obtain also both spacetime
identities satisfied by the Riemann tensor:

Ra
[bmn] = 0,  (42) 

D [l Rab
mn] = 0.  (43) 

From Eqs (27-29),  considering the expressions of   
abR ,    aR  e     ,  and  inserting  them in  the general

expressions of Lie derivatives, one finds:

 rs
absrabab RV 2)(  2 

cab
c 

+ 2 
cab

c V ,  (44) 

aaV )(   ,  (45) 

s
rs

r V 2 .  (46) 

Hence:

1) if  ab
ab D  ,  we  obtain  an  SO(1,3)  gauge

transformation;

2) if a
a D  , we obtain the non-holonomic form of

an infinitesimal diffeomorphism on spacetime;

3) if D  , considering the Lie derivative from the
active  viewpoint,  we  obtain  a  supersymmetry
transformation,  which  keeps  invariant  the  spacetime
equations of motion. The supersymmetry transformations
close the  algebra  on  the  “on-shell”  configurations.  The
closure  of  Lie  derivatives  algebra  is  equivalent  to  the
closure  of  Bianchi  identities  and  then  implies,  in  this
case, the equations of motion. 

The  previous  supersymmetry  transformations  are
symmetries  of  the  field  equations;  the  action  is  not
necessarily invariant with respect to them. The invariance
of the action does not coincide with the invariance of the
Lagrangian;  even if L remains invariant,  the integration
volume  MD changes  under  a  fermionic  diffeomorphism.
MD is mapped into itself by an inner diffeomorphism, but
it is deformed by every infinitesimal transformation in the
 directions.  Therefore  the  bosonic  coordinate
transformations are always symmetries of the action, but
the  fermionic  diffeomorphisms  are  symmetries  of  the
action “only if” the action does not depend by the choice
of the surface integration MD.  

Utilizing the Stokes theorem, we can write:
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 dMAMMA DDD )()(  L ,  (47) 

where DD MM   is a new integration hypersurface after
an  infinitesimal  diffeomorphism  and   is  the
supervolume included between the two surfaces.

The diffeomorphisms in superspace are an “off-shell”
action invariance if:

d L = 0,  (48) 

i.e. if L is a closed form in superspace. Since Eq. (48) is
different  from  zero,  the  supersymmetry  transformations
are not an “off-shell” invariance of the action.

A set  of infinitesimal  transformations  constitutes  an
“invariance”  if  it  leaves  invariant  the  action;  however,
this  set  cannot  close  “off-shell”  the  algebra.  A  set  of
transformations  is  instead  a  “symmetry”  if  it  leaves
invariant  the action and closes “off-shell” the algebra.  In
the  spacetime approach,  the  supersymmetry
transformations close the algebra only on the ”on-shell”,
not “off-shell”  fields, however they are an invariance of
the action.

In  the  case  of  N =  1  supergravity,  performing
explicitly the  exterior  derivative of the  Lagrangian  and
contracting along the vector  , we find    d L = 0 if and
only if the rheonomic constraints are satisfied. Since these
constraints  imply  the  equations  of  motion,  these
transformations close the algebra  only on the “on-shell”
configurations of the theory [2,6,7].

4. Conclusions

We  can  conclude  that  the  rheonomic  principle,
implemented in the Bianchi identities, has the same “on-
shell” content of Eqs (16-18), derived from the principle
of extended action.

There  are  therefore  two  alternatives  for  building  a
classical theory of supergravity:

1) to use the principle of extended action and the rules
for its building;

2) to  use  the  Bianchi  identities,  together  with  the
rheonomic  principle,  the  Lorentz  gauge  invariance  and
the scaling property.

In  both  cases  the  use of the  rheonomic  principle  is
essential  [7-10].  These  technical  tools  are  compact  and
formally  very  elegant;  they  can  be  useful  applied  for
interesting  technical  innovative  applications  in  science
and engineering.
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